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Introduction: Points of Reference in Uncharted
Territories
[Note added July 2013: Since this article was initially published in 2008, new testing of ancient
DNA from Denisova Cave has identified genetic links between present day Oceanian populations
and archaic populations living Asia prior to the major Out of Africa expansion. For this reason,
the African-like components expressed for some of these Oceanian populations might reflect
traces of Denisovan ancestry that is rare in most non-Oceanian populations.
More recent analysis of Asian-Pacific links with Oceania is available at
http://dnatribes.com/dnatribes-digest-2013-05-01.pdf and http://dnatribes.com/dnatribes-digest2013-06-01.pdf. As more data become available (including new SNP data), it might become
possible to clarify the ancestral links between Oceanians and other world populations, including
but not necessarily limited to relationships with Island Southeast Asia.]
Hello, and welcome to the second issue of DNA Tribes Digest. In our first issue, we
explored the ancestry of ethnic groups whose history is comparatively familiar and well-known:
African-American and Caucasian populations of the United States. This issue, we will tackle a
subject that is a bit more mysterious, even to the most modern scholarship: oceanic peoples of
Madagascar, Australia, East Timor, and Polynesia. These seagoing populations share genetic
characteristics across truly vast distances of the Indian and Pacific oceans, yet their historical
origins are obscure and they cannot be neatly classified in terms of familiar ethnic categories.
DNA Tribes’ analysis of global populations provides a fresh opportunity to investigate
geographical relationships on an objective basis, by looking at genetic patterns silently recorded
over the course of thousands of years of human interactions. In some parts of the world, what we
observe is not substantially different from everyday expectations: as we discussed in our last
issue, African-Americans in the United States retain primarily West African genetic
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characteristics, and Caucasians in the United States retain primarily Northwest European genetic
characteristics.
In other parts of the world, historical records are less complete, and the limited
information available might be speculative or contradictory. In fact, this is the rule rather than the
exception. Most of the events and processes that have shaped human communities were not
recorded by history. Genetic data allow us to begin to fill in some of the gaps in our knowledge of
human ancestry, but genetic information alone is not meaningful until it is related to other forms
of knowledge. These forms of knowledge are provided by sources including traditional origin
narratives, modern scholarship, and geography itself:
Traditional narratives such as origin stories are a rich primary source of cultural
information to complement genetic data. Traditional narratives provide detailed information
about community migrations and relationships with neighboring peoples and the local natural
environment itself. These traditional data are sometimes overlooked, particularly when they are
unfamiliar or do not fit researchers’ expectations. However, indigenous accounts provide an
important reference point for interpreting genetic data, by framing technical observations in an
informed cultural context that incorporates local human experiences and viewpoints.
Modern scholarship by linguists, archaeologists, anthropologists, and other researchers
can provide reference points for genetic data. In many cases, associations and groupings
observed on the basis of genetic data closely correspond to associations and groupings
independently observed in language or social conventions, or material culture such as artistic
styles or technologies. However, it is sometimes necessary to distinguish facts identified by
modern scholarship from theories inferred from those facts, which might be incomplete or
misleading. Beware of tidy explanations: the histories of many parts of the world are not as fully
understood as elegant theories sometimes suggest.
Geography provides our third and perhaps most important point of reference, because
geography is uniquely objective, complete, and directly relevant to genetic patterns. All human
activities are shaped by geography and underlying natural conditions. Information about climate
zones, ocean currents, natural barriers, coastlines, and waterways provides insight about enduring
local relationships that is comparatively free from cultural preconceptions. The broad objectivity
of geographical information is especially important to balance the focused details of historical
accounts and fragmentary data available to modern scholarship.
Beginning with this issue’s feature article, “Oceanic Origins: Exploring Ancestry in the
South Seas,” we will venture into uncharted territory. To help us make sense of our observations,
we will make reference to some of these non-genetic sources of information. We might also find
that our exploration raises as many questions as it answers. We invite you to join us for a brief
voyage through the South Seas and hope to speak with you soon!
Best regards,
Lucas Martin
DNA Tribes
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Oceanic Origins: Exploring Ancestry in the South Seas
In this study, we investigated genetic relationships in several peoples of the Indian and
Pacific Oceans by estimating non-local genetic contributions to populations of Madagascar,
Australia (including Aboriginal Australians as well as Torres Strait Islanders and Papuans), East
Timor, and Polynesia (including Samoans, Tongans, Niueans, and New Zealand and Cook Island
Maori) (see map in Figure 1 below). These genetic observations are discussed in relation to nongenetic information from traditional narratives and modern scholarship.

Figure 1: Map of studied South Seas populations (Madagascar and East Timor) and genetic regions
(Australia and Polynesia). Each population or region is shaded, and cultural zones within the Australian
genetic region are labeled.

Part One: Madagascar
Background: Madagascar is the fourth largest island in the world, located in the Indian
Ocean off the coast of Southern Africa. Home to unique species of flora and fauna, Madagascar
has been influenced by Bantu peoples of Southern Africa, Arabs, Portuguese, and most
mysteriously, by Austronesian speaking peoples believed to have come from the Malay
Archipelago sometime before 500 AD. Traces of contacts with Austronesian seafarers remain in
the Malagasy language itself, which is classified by linguists as Malayo-Polynesian and unrelated
to Bantu or Afro-Asiatic languages spoken nearby in Africa. The Malagasy language has been
identified as most similar to a group of languages spoken in Borneo but also shares some
characteristics with Polynesian languages. Historical details of this remarkable linguistic link to
the Malay Archipelago are not known, but the Malagasy language is a testament to at least one
nautical voyage of over 3,500 miles.
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Genetic analysis: Population data from Madagascar were analyzed to estimate genetic
contributions from all 36 world regions presently identified by DNA Tribes® analysis. 1 Results
are illustrated in Figure 2 and summarized in Table 1 below:

Figure 2: Estimated genetic contributions to Madagascar. Arrows indicate ocean currents connecting world
regions identified as genetic contributors to Madagascar.
Genetic Region
Estimated Contribution
Southern African
58.8%
Malay Archipelago
26.6%
Polynesian
5.7%
Other
8.9%
Table 1: Estimated genetic contributions to Madagascar.

Discussion: Consistent with Madagascar’s geographical location near the coast of Africa
and cultural connections with nearby Bantu speaking peoples, our analysis identified a genetic
contribution of 58.8% from Southern Africa. Consistent with linguistic connections with Borneo,
our analysis also identified a 26.6 % genetic contribution from the Malay Archipelago. However,
a substantial genetic contribution of 5.7% from the Polynesian genetic region was also identified,
which indicates that some ancestors of the Malagasy might have hailed from east of the Malay
Archipelago.

1

As of September 27, 2008, the world regions identified by DNA Tribes® analysis are: Aegean, Altaian,
Amazonian, Andean, Arabian, Arctic, Athabaskan, Australian, Central American, East African, Eastern
European, Eastern India, Finno-Ugrian, Japanese, Levantine, Malay Archipelago, Mayan, Mediterranean,
Mesopotamian, Mestizo, Mexican, North African, North Amerindian, North Chinese, North India,
Northwest European, Ojibwa, Patagonian, Polynesian, Salishan, South Chinese, South India, Southeast
Asian, Southern African, Tibetan, and West African. A map illustrating these regions can be viewed online
at: http://dnatribes.com/populations.html.
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The genetic link observed in Madagascar between Africa and more easterly populations
of the Malay Archipelago and Polynesia is corroborated by the linguistic connection between
Malagasy and languages of the Malay Archipelago. Despite corroborating linguistic evidence,
the exact historical processes that brought a Malay language to Madagascar remain unknown. As
we continued our analysis of genetic relationships in the South Seas, this was not the last genetic
link between the western and eastern extremes of the South Seas that was observed.

Part Two: Aboriginal Australians, Torres Strait Islanders, and Papuans
Background: Aboriginal (meaning “from the beginning”) Australians 2 are a large family
of indigenous peoples believed to have come to Australia and New Guinea through what is now
the Malay Archipelago over 40,000 years ago, at a time when sea levels were lower and Australia
and New Guinea were connected by the Sahul landmass. Geneticists believe these migrants were
part of an early southern wave of peoples radiating out of Africa along the coasts of Arabia and
South Asia, eventually reaching Australia and New Guinea.
Aboriginal Australian communities retain oral traditions (part of a body of tradition about
the Dreaming or a timeless dimension of life) detailing the relationships of communities with
their natural environment. Aboriginal Dreaming accounts documented by the linguist R. M. W.
Dixon include accurate descriptions of ancient natural events corroborated by modern geological
research, such as the volcanic formation of the Crater Lakes in Queensland over 10,000 years
ago. Dreaming traditions exhibit great diversity, reflecting the ancient autochthonous 3 character
of Aboriginal cultures in this large and complex continent.
Genetic analysis: The Australian genetic region was analyzed to estimate genetic
contributions from all world regions presently identified by DNA Tribes® analysis excluding for
the Australian region itself. Results are illustrated in Figure 3 and summarized in Table 2 below:

2

Note: The Australian genetic region presently identified by DNA Tribes® analysis includes aboriginal
populations of not only Australia, but also the Torres Strait and New Guinea. Additional genetic structure
could be present in this large zone of many distinctive cultures, which might be identified in the future as
more data become available. However, the present study evaluated this Australian genetic region as a
whole.
3
Indigenous, or literally “sprung from the earth.”
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Figure 3: Estimated genetic contributions to the Australian genetic region, which includes indigenous
populations of Australia, the Torres Strait, and Papua New Guinea. Arrows indicate ocean currents
connecting world regions identified as genetic contributors to the Australian genetic region.
Estimated
Genetic Region
Contribution
South India
77.2%
Polynesian
10.9%
East African
6.9%
Other
5.1%
Table 2: Estimated genetic contributions
to the Australian genetic region.

Discussion: Consistent with the early coastal migration out of Africa inferred from
uniparental genetic lineages (Y-DNA and mtDNA), our analysis of Australian autosomal DNA
indicates a predominant genetic contribution of 77.2% from the South India genetic region. The
6.9% East African contribution identified might also reflect this early migration. The 10.9%
Polynesian genetic contribution indicates more local connections with Oceanian populations.
However, it is notable that no substantial genetic contributions from East Asian regions are
identified. As new data for this large and culturally complex Australian genetic region become
available, it might become possible to further clarify these observations.
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Part Three: East Timor
Background: East Timor (the Democratic Republic of Timor Leste) is a country on the
island of Timor, which is located northwest of Australia and east of Indonesia. After a history of
Portuguese and Indonesian rule and United Nations administration, East Timor achieved
independence in May of 2002. East Timor is composed of many ethnic groups speaking a variety
of languages classified by linguists as both Austronesian (a broad category used to describe
languages of the Malay Archipelago and Polynesia) and Papuan.
Timorese oral history traditions describe Timorese people as autochthonous (literally,
emerging from the earth in Timor). However, Timorese narratives also describe Timorese people
being dispersed by sea to nearby islands such as Flores and also to places as far away as Angola
(which was recently ruled by the Portuguese along with Timor). Scholars have interpreted other
traditional Timorese narratives as describing migrations from more northerly locations including
the Thai-Malay Peninsula and Sumatra.
Genetic analysis: Population data from East Timor were analyzed to estimate genetic
contributions from all 36 world regions presently identified by DNA Tribes® analysis. Results
are illustrated in Figure 4 and summarized in Table 3 below:

Figure 4: Estimated genetic contributions to East Timor. Arrows indicate ocean currents
connecting world regions identified as genetic contributors to East Timor.
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Estimated
Genetic Region
Contribution
Australian
41.1%
Malay Archipelago
35.3%
Southern African
13.1%
North Chinese
9.0%
Other
1.5%
Table 3: Estimated genetic contributions to East Timor.

Discussion: Consistent with linguistic classifications of Timorese languages, genetic
analysis of East Timor identified the two largest genetic contributions as from the Australian
(41.1%) and Malay Archipelago (35.3%) genetic regions, for a total of 76.4%. However, our
analysis also identified genetic contributions from two regions not predicted by linguistic
classifications: the Southern African (13.1%) and North Chinese (9.0%) genetic regions. The
North Chinese contribution could reflect migrations of traders such as Hakka people from the
closely related South Chinese genetic region. By contrast the Southern African genetic
contribution is not predicted by other non-genetic information, and further unexplained similar
African connections will be observed below.

Part Four: Polynesia
Background: Polynesia (meaning “many islands”) is a group of islands extending
through a vast roughly triangular zone of the Pacific Ocean between New Zealand (also known as
Aoteoroa), Hawaii, and Easter Island (also known as Rapa Nui). Scholars believe Polynesians
are descended from a recent expansion of peoples originally from the Malay Archipelago, who
developed a specifically Polynesian culture in Fiji, Tonga, and Samoa. This culture is believed to
have rapidly spread outwards, expanding to Easter Island and Hawaii between by 500 AD and to
New Zealand by 1000 AD. Ethnographers have also noted cultural practices shared between
Polynesians and North American Indians of the Pacific Coast, and more controversially, proposed
migrations from South America.
Some traditional Polynesian narratives trace origins to a homeland known as Hawaiki,
which is similar to Savai’i, the name for the largest island in Samoa, as well as the place name
Hawai’i.
Genetic analysis: The Polynesian genetic region was analyzed to estimate genetic
contributions from all world regions presently identified by DNA Tribes® analysis excluding the
Polynesian region itself. Results are illustrated in Figure 5 and summarized in Table 4 below:
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Figure 5: Estimated genetic contributions to the Polynesian genetic region. Arrows indicate ocean currents
connecting world regions identified as genetic contributors to the Polynesian genetic region.
Genetic Region
Estimated Contribution
Malay Archipelago
58.9%
West African
22.8%
Salishan
11.2%
Australian
4.4%
Other
2.7%
Table 4: Estimated genetic contributions
to the Polynesian genetic region.

Discussion: Consistent with linguistic theories, our analysis identified the largest genetic
contribution as from the Malay Archipelago genetic region (58.9%). The smaller genetic
contribution of 4.4% from the neighboring Australian genetic region identified is also consistent
with origins to the immediate west of Polynesia. Interestingly, an 11.2% contribution from the
Salishan genetic region was also identified, which correspond to Polynesian cultural similarities
with Pacific Coast North American Indians. Our analysis did not identify a substantial
contribution from the Andean genetic region predicted by hypothetical connections with South
America. However, population data from East Polynesia, where such a South American migration
might have left the strongest genetic traces, were not referenced in this study.
Not predicted by any linguistic or archaeological theories of Polynesian origins was the
22.8% West African genetic contribution observed. However, substantial African genetic
contributions were also observed for other oceanic populations in this study. These observations
reciprocate genetic connections with the Malay Archipelago observed in Madagascar, which are
there independently corroborated by linguistic data but only speculatively explained by scholars.
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Conclusion: This analysis of South Seas peoples identified some genetic relationships
predicted by linguistic and archaeological theories. However, our analysis also identified
reciprocal genetic connections between African peoples at the western extreme of the Indian
Ocean and Timorese, Australian, and Polynesian peoples thousands of miles to the east. No
ready-made historical, linguistic, or archaeological model fully explains these genetic
relationships. As more data become available in the future, we hope to further clarify our
descriptions of genetic relationships in this vast and culturally rich part of the world.
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Getting the Most from Your Testing
Originally published August 29, 2008

Once your core DNA Tribes® 15-Marker or 21-Marker testing is complete, we offer
several options to keep your report current and to customize your analysis to deliver the
information you want. (Prices are listed as of August 26, 2008 and are subject to change.)

Updating Your Analysis:
We incorporate new data in our algorithms on a periodic basis. This includes not only
new reference data (our uniquely detailed and comprehensive database now includes 842
reference populations in all inhabited continents around the world), but also refinements to our
algorithms and enhanced world region definitions.
New data also allow us to refine our genetic world region definitions. Based on a rigorous
mathematical analysis of hundreds of ethnic and national reference samples, world regions
express the actual genetic structure we have identified in world populations. These regional
definitions both enhance your own analysis, and provide the necessary picture of world genetic
structure to put your own results in a global context.
A map illustrating the populations and genetic regions currently identified in our analyses
can be viewed at:
http://dnatribes.com/populations.html
Our current analyses now include a frequency-based match analysis as well as U.S.
patent-pending DNA Tribes® TribeScore system that measures how well your own DNA fits in a
population compared to members of that ethnic group or region. This unique scoring system
provides the information you need to see how well your genetic fit is around the globe, providing
detailed information about your genetic relationships to hundreds of populations.
Once lab testing is complete, your analysis can be updated at any times of your choice for
$24.99 through our secure online checkout at: http://dnatribes.com/order.html
Customizing Your Analysis:
DNA Tribes® offers several $24.99 Add-On reports to customize your analysis for the
information you want:
Extended Match Results: This is a comprehensive 22-page listing of your DNA match
scores for all 842 reference populations in our database. We recommend this Add-On for
customers who enjoy combing through lots of information.
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Native American Panel: This two-page report lists your DNA match scores for all
Native American tribal reference populations in our database. This can provide a closer look to
complement Parts B and D of core results for customers who have substantial Native American
origins.
African Panel: This two-page report lists your DNA match scores for all Sub-Saharan
African reference populations in our database. This can provide a closer look to complement
Parts B and D of core results for customers who have substantial African origins.
Central Asian Panel: This two-page report lists your DNA match scores for all Central
Asian reference populations in our database, including Turkic populations as well as European
Roma (Gypsy) populations. This can provide a closer look to complement Parts B and D of core
results for customers who have substantial European, Near Eastern, South Asian, or East Asian
origins.
Once lab testing is complete, Add-Ons can be selected at any time of your choice through
our secure online checkout at: http://dnatribes.com/order.html
DNA Tribes® Europa: A Detailed Comparison to European Sub-Regions:
DNA Tribes® Europa provides the most detailed and complete analysis of European
autosomal genetic structure available. DNA Tribes® Europa provides your DNA match scores
for 13 genetic sub-regions of Europe, which is substantially more robust than the individual
population matches in Parts B – C of core results and more detailed than the European world
regions referenced in Part D of core results.
More information about DNA Tribes® Europa is available at:
http://dnatribes.com/dnatribes-europa.html
Expanding Your Analysis with a 21 Marker Upgrade:
For customers who have completed 13-marker or 15-marker testing with DNA Tribes®,
we now offer a 21 Marker Upgrade. This includes lab testing of additional STR marker systems,
which provides a closer comparison of your own DNA to world populations for greater accuracy
and power of exclusion. The incorporation of additional marker systems can confirm or clarify
your initial 13 or 15-marker results, and includes an update to all Add-Ons previously ordered for
your kit.
21 Marker Upgrades are available for $119.99 through our secure online checkout at:
http://dnatribes.com/order.html
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Researching Your Results:
Each person’s DNA Tribes® results are one of a kind and express their own unique
collection of genetic material inherited from both paternal and maternal ancestors. However,
human genetic relationships involve a complex hierarchy of relationships, from individual to
family to ethnic group to genetic region to global population structure. Detailed information to
allow you to interpret your own results in a broader context is available in our Global Survey at:
http://dnatribes.com/sample-results/dnatribes-global-survey-regional-affinities.pdf
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